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Sending customer 
communications like 
invoices, statements and 
notices is what keeps your 
business going. So, it’s 
critical to get the right 
message to the right 
customers the first time, 
and every time. 

The solution? 
The Relay™ 2000 inserter. This 
innovative machine automates your 
monthly mail enabling you to put that 
saved time to better use. Plus, enjoy 
the speed of machine-processed mail 
without the errors of doing it by hand.

  

Get back to business
The Relay 2000 inserter is very easy 
for anyone to use. Even if you’re not 
technically inclined, you can be up and 
running with minimal effort. That 
means your monthly mail gets out 
quickly and accurately. The Relay 2000 
is a workhorse. Rely on it to get the job 
done correctly, so you can get back to 
the business of running your business. 

Fast, accurate and affordable mail assembly

Envelope feeder  
Works with various 
envelope sizes. Fold 
options:  c, z, half, or 
double-fold.

Sheet feeder 
Feed one or multiple 
sheets for folding, 
inserting and sealing.

Easy-to-use interface
Easy to set up and 
retrieve jobs. Start  
your mailing in seconds.

Dedicated inserter feeder 
Add impact to your mail 
piece with a pre-folded 
brochure, booklet or  
reply envelope.

Manual feed option 
Outstanding for daily  
or convenience mail.
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Productivity
Streamline mailing processes  
and save time by automating  
folding and inserting.

Accuracy
Eliminate costly delays in mailing due 
to manual errors.

Efficiency
Flexible enough to handle all of  
your mail. Fold flat-sized mail to  
reduce costs.

For the first time, a small-volume 
inserter allows businesses to  
take advantage of Optical Mark 
Recognition technology. Previously 
available only in larger, more 
expensive inserters, OMR lets you 
process mail with far greater accuracy, 
without sacrificing speed. It also 
enables you to easily manage variable 
page mailings without the need to 
sort page counts by hand.

The Relay™ inserter makes it easy to get it right.

OMR, or Optical Mark 
Recognition, is a 
technology that uses 
marks or dashes on a 
document to identify 
when a set of pages 
begins and ends. 
Inserters read these 
marks to properly 
assemble variable 
page mail.

Traditional mailing

Gather printed 
documents, inserts 

and outer envelopes

Place documents and 
inserts into the feeders

Manually separate 
documents by  

page count

Manually fold 
documents

Manually insert 
collation into envelopes

Ready to mailSelect and include 
appropriate inserts

Relay 2000 mailing

Select job on keypad Relay 2000 reads OMR 
marks to precisely fold 

and insert mail

Ready to mail
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Protecting private customer data is easier than ever

When it comes to your customers’ 
personal information, “good enough”  
is never good enough. Fortunately, 
adding the security of OMR marks to 
documents is a simple task with the 
Relay communications hub. Using 
existing print streams, this web-based 
software allows you to add OMR marks 
without redesigning your documents.  

The Relay™ hub is a secure SaaS 
platform that that adds integrity  
to your documents without affecting  
your workflow. It also helps you 
transition documents to email when 
you’re ready. Take advantage of all  
of these features in a single, simple, 
secure cloud application.

Keep your mail moving with Relay
The Relay hub provides you with 
best-in-class data privacy and workflow 
safeguards. In the event of an 
unexpected business interruption or 
capacity overflow, the Relay hub 
dynamically moves your print and mail 
production offsite, so your mail efforts 
don’t stop.

Relay

Upload document 
print files

Email documents

Download print file  
with added OMR

Print documents with 
added integrity

Relay 2000 accurately 
assembles mail

PDF

PDF PCLPS
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Specifications

Throughput 2,500 per hour

Monthly capacity 10,000

Number of feeders 2 (1 sheet and 1 insert)

Fold options C, Z, Half, Double

  -max collation double-fold 3 (16-20 lbs weight paper)

  -Max collation C-fold, Z-fold, Half-fold 5 (16-20 lbs weight paper)

Sheet feeder

Capacity 325 sheets

Paper sizes

  -Minimum 5” (127mm) width x 5” (127mm) length

  -Maximum 9” (229mm) width  x 16” (406mm) length

Paper weights

  -Minimum 18 lb OMR, 16 lb non-OMR

  -Maximum 32 lb

Insert feeder

Capacity 100 inserts

Sizes

  -Minimum 5” (127 mm) width x 3.25” (82mm) length

  -Maximum 9” (230 mm) width x 6” (152mm) length

  -Thickness, compressed Maximum 0.078” 2mm

Envelope feeder

Capacity 100 envelopes

Sizes

  -Minimum 3.5” (88mm) depth x 8.5” (220mm) width

  -Maximum 6.5” (164mm) depth x 9.5” (242mm) width

Envelope weights

  -Minimum 17 lb

  -Maximum 26 lb  

Programmable jobs 20

Daily mail/convenience feeder Up to 5 sheets stapled

Physical specifications

  -Length 30.4” (773mm)

  -Depth 22.3” (568mm)

  -Height 20.6” (525mm)

  -Weight 121 lbs (55kg)
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RelayTM 2000 precisely 
folds inserts and seals 
up to 2,500 pieces  
per hour.
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For more information, visit us online: 
pitneybowes.com

Canada
5500 Explorer Drive
Mississauga, ON L4W 5C7


